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Find x


The biggest mystery. The mathematical world’s favourite child; a variable synonymous with 
equations, graphs and rates of change. It marks the spot for pirates hiding their bounty. It is 
an expression of affection and joy, a kiss on a card. It is also one of the most elusive letters, 
and the only one to escape this paragraph. Oh, and zebra. 
	 Can we ever truly ‘find’ x? It is always changing, shapeshifting between areas of 
knowledge, alphabets and movie titles. That’s the idea of x. It is never in one place and can 
never be caught - it is always on the run. Pirates have been closer to finding x than 
mathematicians ever will be. How would I find this crafty fugitive? 

As a musician, I followed my ear and started with the sound of x. The first word that 
came to mind was x-centricity. At once, I thought of my grandfather, the most eccentric 
person I know. When I was a six year old, I sought his help to create an Easter bonnet. 
Throwing out the rulebook, we ditched the chicks and sacked the straw hat. Instead, we 
created an art-deco style helmet, complete with accompanying flaps and mirrors. Every 
week, I presented unusual creations to my classmates, such as a working telephone system 
out of cans, or our own take on ‘Don’t Buzz the Wire’. x-centricity was not just a method, it 
was a way of life.  

In 2018, my grandfather needed to have an emergency amputation, after a serious 
case of necrotising fasciitis had begun spreading up his leg. Survival seemed slim, but x-
centricity was also his lifeline. When I visited him at the hospital, he was planning his next 
adventure in America - like an unsettled pirate who had just slain a sea monster. I came to 
see that x was a possibility, not a problem. x not only fought disease, it created mystery and 
adventure. Giving reasons for living, it effortlessly answered ‘why?’ 

This x-centricity was contagious and it became central to my life. I began seeing the 
world through kaleidoscope eyes: a poetry competition provided the pretext to create a 
diabolical yet comedic book with a friend, which was eventually self-published. x made me 
unique. It helped me escape the boundaries of ‘normal’ and craft my curious identity. When 
my grandfather passed away, his final words were, “just bend down and you might find a 
pound.” Weird, but somewhat beautiful. Right? 

Having heard and resonated with x, the creative mathematician in me chimed in. A-
ha! x does not need to be solved! Instead, life is more like a multivariable equation, where x is 
a tool we can play with. It is not a solution or an end point, but instead a portal. Would life not 
be boring if x was always 1.2? 

We employ x to explore the uncomfortable and unpredictable. Its unfathomable 
nature gives us the opportunity to embrace what is immeasurable. The ultimate source of 
creativity, it gives us the space to wiggle and dance! 



How did the x in x-centricity enable my grandfather to create such a big, imaginative 
life? He did not try to solve it - he instead resolved to use it. I realised that x is not a restriction 
at the end of the alphabet, it is the beginning of life. My grandfather, without even knowing it, 
was pointing me towards the pirate’s bounty: x marks the spot where life begins. That x is in 
me. 

Lily’s Essay


Why wasn’t Lily grooving to Led Zeppelin’s Black Dog? Why wasn’t she ‘walking that way’ or 
‘shaking that thing’? Was it the awkward groove, or was she impervious to Bonham’s 
booming bass drum? Zeppelin have been ‘making us move’ for 50 years, so why was Lily so 
unphased by the sounds that have shaped my life? Fascinated by this anomaly, I had to 
experiment. 
	 Hypothesis: if a taste in music is an amalgamation of our lived experiences, then our 
subconscious can infiltrate our musical taste. With our heart rate acting as a metronome, we 
are drawn to common patterns and we find a pleasure in music landing on a resolution that 
we were expecting, such as when a certain chord or rhythmic point is reached. We relate 
feelings to lyrics, memories to sounds and heartbeats to tempos. 

And yet, we also love music that subverts expectations. Black Dog teases us, 
catching us off guard with an intricate, tense polymeter of 5/4 and 4/4, split between the 
guitar and drum parts. These anomalies pique our curiosity - for a moment of wonder, the 
novelty surprises us. Named after a dog that bolted into the studio, the song title captures 
this element of the unexpected. Just like Robert Plant saw this creature as a metaphor for his 
depression and a source of inspiration, Lily’s bemusing apathy was ‘the black dog’ that 
spurred me into seeking answers. Why doesn’t Lily respect our local heroes? Maybe she 
lacks a musical ear. Or maybe her ears are too busy spinning in circles from the sounds of 
mice. After all, Lily is in fact a cat.  

She experiences different tones, timbres and tempos. Although we share a house, 
her sneaky adventures are worlds apart from mine; although civilised, her meows may not be 
a match for Plant’s growls. It seems that Lily, like most 7 year olds, lacks the lived 
experiences to connect with Zeppelin’s musical architecture. While the song remains the 
same, she brings a very different life to her listening. Cats hear the sounds of rustling leaves, 
birds chirping, and unfortunately, rustling mice. If these sounds infiltrate her subconscious, 
then Lily might appreciate music containing them. 

Experiment: Having hunted down some feline funk, composed by David Teie, I hit 
play on this eclectic mix of ASMR and inoffensive synthesisers. Within seconds, Lily jumped 
up with wide eyes and began moving. This wasn’t exactly what I would consider music, nor 
dancing, but I was astounded to learn that cats really do find themselves reacting to cat 
music. Another track seemed to calm Lily, as she clumsily plonked herself onto the carpet 



and rolled round. Maybe Zeppelin is just poor taste on my part; henceforth, ‘Opus for Oliver’ 
will replace them on my commute playlist. 

Music and science are closer than one could imagine: both focus on pattern 
spotting and play with predictions, making assumptions based on prior experiences. Since 
Lily cannot relate to Bonham’s kick drum, I guess I should stop trying to make her groove. 
My puzzle with my pet places me in a long line of curious minds that have been equally 
confused by their feline companions, from Schrodinger’s cat to Montaigne wondering who 
was truly in command. This curiosity matters, creating new questions that allow me to 
exercise my inquisitive identity. These weird questions matter: many scientific discoveries 
have been spawned from the ‘why?’. We must enquire and investigate: exciting knowledge 
can be unearthed from small marvels in observation, and Lily’s Black Dog is just my first 
chapter. 


